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CHAPTER 18
Who are the Master Gardeners?
Edited and revised by Holly Young, UNH Cooperative Extension and Judith Lonergan, formerly
with UNH Cooperative Extension

The purpose of this section is to explain why the Master Gardener Program was
created, what Master Gardeners do, and how they are a part of  Cooperative
Extension . This section also explains many of the tasks Master Gardeners per-
form, and suggests ways you can improve your telephone, writing, and public
presentation skills.

The Cooperative Extension
System
In all states where the program exists, Master
Gardeners are trained and supervised by Coopera-
tive Extension (CE).  In fact, Cooperative Extension
created the Master Gardener Program. When you
work as a Master Gardener, you are acting as a
representative of  CE. In New Hampshire, Master
Gardeners are covered by the University of New
Hampshire’s general comprehensive liability policy.
Transportation is excluded from this policy. For
more information, contact your  county educator.

So, what is Cooperative Extension?

Genesis of the Cooperative
Extension System
The CE grew out of the U.S. Congress’ concern for
the education of the average citizen. Prior to the
Civil War, very few college courses addressed the
problems of citizens who made their livelihood
from agriculture. In 1862, however, Congress
passed the Morrill Act, which provided for a uni-
versity in every state which would educate citizens
in agricultural and mechanical fields. These colleges
are known today as “Land-Grant Universities.”

Congress soon realized that to be effective, the
educational function of land-grant universities must
be supplemented with a research capability. Conse-
quently, it passed the Hatch Act in 1887. This act
provided for the establishment of facilities where
colleges could conduct research into agricultural,
mechanical, and related problems faced by rural
citizenry.

Finally, in order to spread the benefits of the land-
grant universities into even the most rural and
remote parts of each state, Congress passed the
Smith Lever Act of 1914. This act provided for the
establishment of the Cooperative Extension Service.
As a result of the Smith Lever Act, there are now
Extension offices in every county which serve to
“extend” to the public the information which has
been developed on the campuses and research
stations of the land-grant universities. In fact,
Extension agents are considered members of the
university faculties, since their role is primarily
educational.

Organization of Cooperative
Extension
As a Master Gardener, the vast majority of your
contacts with the CE will be through your local
Extension Educator and office. This is because local
educators determine, within a set of state guide-
lines, how to teach and administer the Master
Gardener Program in their individual Extension
unit. Each Extension office in New Hampshire
conducts programs in Agriculture (including
horticulture), Forestry and Wildlife, Family, Com-
munity and Youth (the 4-H program).  Master
Gardeners generally fall within the Agriculture
educator’s sphere of responsibility, but many have
used their horticultural skills to conduct programs
in cooperation with other areas.
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In addition to administrative and program develop-
ment assistance, the land-grant universities provide
technical support to the local Extension office. This
is essential, since no Extension Educator can know
the answers to every question posed by the public.
Consequently, universities employ experts, called
Extension Specialists, in specific areas such as
horticulture, soils, turf, tree diseases, insect prob-
lems, etc. Local Extension offices and their Master
Gardeners often contact these Specialists for an-
swers to difficult questions.

Volunteers in Extension
Volunteer workers are one of the most important
and unique aspects of Cooperative Extension.  This
is in keeping with Extension’s philosophy that
active citizen participation in planning and imple-
mentation ensures program success. As a Master
Gardener, you will join this family of volunteers.

Each Extension office has an Advisory Council
made up of local citizens and civic leaders who
provide feedback and direction. Many Extension
Educators ask Master Gardeners to serve on these
boards. Other educators ask Master Gardeners to
act as program coordinators who perform much of
the administration of local Master Gardener activi-
ties.

Creation of the Master Gardener
Program
The Master Gardener Program was created by
Extension to meet an enormous increase in requests
from home gardeners for horticultural information.
This increase derives primarily from the urban and
transient nature of modern American life.

Fifty years ago, an Extension educator dealt with
the questions of a few hundred farm families. In
many regions, however, land that once constituted a
single farm now encompasses several subdivisions,
increasing the number of families an Extension
office must serve by the hundreds. In addition,
many of these new families are recent arrivals, and
are unfamiliar with the grasses, shrubs, trees,
diseases, etc, which comprise the micro environ-
ment of their new urban or suburban home. They
often call their local Extension office for advice on
what to plant and how to care for it.

Consequently, the Master Gardener Program was
created in 1972 in the state of Washington. Since
then it has spread to 48 states. Master Gardeners
have become a vital part of Extension’s ability to
provide consumers with up-to-date, reliable knowl-
edge so they can enjoy and protect the value of
horticulture around their homes. Master Gardening
has also become a fun and useful volunteer activity
which has given its participants a sense of commu-
nity spirit, accomplishment, and intellectual stimu-
lation.

Your Responsibilities as a
Master Gardener
When you enter the Master Gardener Program, you
enter into a contract. In essence, you agree that in
return for the training you receive, you will volun-
teer an equal number of hours back to Extension.
Failure to complete this obligation means that you
are not entitled to participate in Master Gardener
activities.  Upon completion of your training, you
have one year to complete the agreed-upon volun-
teer service commitment, or “payback” time.

After you complete your payback time, you may
choose to continue with the Master Gardener
Program. Numerous people have worked as Master
Gardeners for years and contributed substantial
amounts of time to Extension--sometimes hundreds
of hours! To be considered an “active” Master
Gardener, however, you must agree to volunteer a
minimum number of hours annually. This require-
ment varies from unit to unit, so ask your Extension
Educator what pertains in your local program. If
you choose not to continue in the program, you may
not, thereafter, represent yourself as a Master
Gardener.

Your Extension Educator determines what may be
counted as work time and what may be counted as
contributed time. The distinction between the two
types of time allows local units some autonomy
while ensuring one standard for any comparison of
the total amount of time Master Gardeners put in
around the state.

As an example, imagine that a Master Gardener
agrees to talk to a local garden club about growing
herbs. The Master Gardener spends one hour
researching and preparing his or her speech. The
Master Gardener decides to bake the herbs into
cookies for the audience’s appreciation; this takes
one hour. The Master Gardener spends a half hour
commuting to and from the talk location, and one
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hour giving the talk. This is a total of three and half
hours of work as a Master Gardener. It is possible
that the Extension educator may decide that baking
the cookies was a nice gesture, but can’t be counted
as work time. In that case, this Master Gardener
could count two and half hours work time and one
hour contributed time.

Volunteer work is usually done within the geo-
graphical area served by the Extension unit office
conducting the training. Master Gardeners can
make special arrangements with their Extension
educators, however, to participate in activities
outside of their unit. Some Master Gardeners are
retired and have a great degree of flexibility as
when they can volunteer. Other Master Gardeners
who are still working can make arrangements with
their educators to volunteer in the evening or on
weekends. Some volunteers perform tasks that can
be done after-hours, such as research, writing,
telephone-calling, and record-keeping.

Time Sheets
Time sheets are used to keep track of the hours of
time you volunteer as a Master Gardener. (Time
sheets are available from your  county educator.)
Turn these in on a regular basis, as determined by
your local county educator. Most educators will
appoint a Master Gardener to keep track of these
and tally your hours. Don’t be lax in reporting your
time; you deserve recognition for your efforts!

Time sheets are an important part of the Master
Gardener Program.  Not only do they allow Exten-
sion to reward volunteers for their hard work, but
they are also valuable for program evaluation. The
time sheets provide a record of the many ways
Master Gardeners serve the public. Local and state
governments, which fund Extension, are very
interested in how effectively Extension uses tax
revenues. Consequently, detailed time sheets
benefit both the Master Gardener Program and its
clients.

Use of the title “Master Gardener”
The title Master Gardener should be used only by
individuals trained in a Cooperative Extension
program. The title is valid only when used by an
active Master Gardener who is participating in a

program approved by an Extension educator. When
an individual ceases to be active in the Master
Gardener program, their designation as a Master
Gardener ceases.

Master Gardeners should not display credentials or
give the appearance of being a Master Gardener at a
place of business unless that place has been desig-
nated as a site for Extension education. The title
“Master Gardener” should not be used in a manner
which implies Cooperative Extension endorsement
of any product or place of business.

The title Master Gardener should be used only when
doing unpaid volunteer work for Extension. When
experienced Master Gardeners speak before groups
on horticultural subjects, they may accept unsolic-
ited reimbursements (such as reimbursements for
expenses) or gifts. It is inappropriate, however, to
seek speaking engagements for pay while partici-
pating in an authorized Extension activity and
using the title Master Gardener.

Pesticide Recommendations
UNH Cooperative Extension  promotes an Inte-
grated Pest Management approach to yard and
garden problems. Master Gardeners know that the
use of chemicals in the garden is usually a last
resort. An experienced Master Gardener may
suggest a non-chemical treatment if the cultural
problem is one which is not specifically covered by
Extension recommendations.  N.H. Master Garden-
ers may not recommend chemical controls without
approval from their county educator.

Even with approval from local Extension Educators,
Master Gardeners must be very careful about
chemical recommendations because the registration
and use of pesticides are governed by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency and the
state Department of Agriculture.  Under the
amended Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-
denticide Act (Federal Environmental Control Act
of 1972), it is illegal to use a pesticide on a crop
unless the crop is listed on the label. The given rate
of application on the label may not be exceeded.
Fines and other penalties vary according to the laws
broken.
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Master Gardener Positions
Over the years the program has existed, the activi-
ties of Master Gardeners around the country have
broadened considerably. When the program began,
Master Gardeners mostly answered telephone
requests for gardening information. They also
staffed plant clinics and information booths. In
many areas of the country, these tasks are still vital
to Extension. In recent years, however, creative
Master Gardeners and Extension educators have
recognized that the talents which citizens bring to
the Master Gardener program can be utilized in a
variety of horticultural activities.

Some examples of activities N.H. Master Gardeners
have participated in are listed below. Note that not
all of these activities involve the examination or
discussion of plants. All do, however, help Exten-
sion provide horticultural information to the public.
If you think of an activity which uses your special
talents, discuss this with your educator. He or she
might agree it would be a good way for you to
contribute to the Master Gardener Program and to
Extension.

• Created and maintained demonstration gardens.

• Gardened with the elderly and handicapped.

• Worked at county fairs and plant clinics.

• Conducted a garden project for low income
youth with Expanded Food Nutrition Education
Program.

• Acted as liaison for Extension office in a residen-
tial area by answering gardening questions and
taking soil samples.

• Wrote gardening articles for local newspapers.

• Conducted school gardening programs.

• Gave talks to groups interested in horticulture.

• Presented 4-H demonstrations.

• Instructed other Master Gardeners.

• Appeared as guests on televised gardening
programs.

• Participated in on-site lawn and garden clinics.

• Worked in trial gardens at research station.

• Conducted garden tours.

• Planned and implemented public relations
projects.

• Worked on special events projects.

• Planned and completed community beautifica-
tion projects.

• Compiled plant lists for specific areas.

• Photographed Master Gardener activities.

• Developed educational fact sheets.

• Worked in the university soil testing lab.

• Created and maintained historic garden restora-
tions.

• Maintained office reference library.

• Designed brochures.

• Solicited seed and plant donations for various
projects.

• Designed and maintained community and school
landscapes.

• Assisted with vegetable gardening project at
county farm.

• Contributed to the preparation of the Master
Gardener Handbook.

• Produced slide programs.

• Volunteered as 4-H leaders.

• Served on Extension Advisory Council.

• Served as a judge at county fairs.

Communicating
As a Master Gardener, you will work with all sorts
of people. These people will come to you with
questions and problems about horticulture.  To fully
understand the client’s problem and suggest a
solution, you must be able to communicate effec-
tively. This can be a challenge, since the object of
discussion, the client’s garden or plant, is often not
present, and you must deduce the problem from a
verbal description of the trouble.

Effective communication is not just a matter of
speaking clearly and listening closely. As you listen
to a client’s description of his or her ailing indoor
plant, you are trying to understand a situation that
you have not experienced. It is very easy to leave
out details when we describe something that is
familiar. The client may not know that the color of
the leaf edges or the proximity of heating ducts to
the plant are important clues to the plant’s problem.
You can improve communication by asking ques-
tions.
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By thinking of all the possible symptoms and
conditions that might match up with the described
ailing plant, you can pose questions that should
yield enough information to find the solution. It is a
good idea to summarize your findings and present
them to the client. Don’t be afraid to say something
like, “I am going to describe, in my own words, the
condition of your plant as I understand it. Stop me
if I have it wrong.” After all, we are not talking
books -- we’re all merely human and what we mean
and what we say are not always the same. Being
human, we have ways of interpreting meaning from
voice changes, gestures, facial expressions, and
general body language, as well as words. The
important point is to express our own understand-
ing so the client can compare it with his or her
knowledge of the situation.

There is a stumbling block to communication other
than incomplete information from the client -- the
Master Gardener’s horticultural expertise. This can
be a problem in at least two ways. The Master
Gardener can know so much about a topic that he or
she does not bother to listen to everything the client
has to say. Or, the problem may be identified and
possible solutions discovered, but the Master
Gardener cannot describe necessary procedures in
terms the client understands. Germination, propa-
gation, and fertilization are all very nice terms, but
they are quite useless if they draw blank looks.
There is nothing wrong with basic, down-to-earth
terms like grow, dig, and water -- go ahead and use
them.

Although some people dispute this statement, no
one knows everything. As a Master Gardener you
know a great deal about horticulture, but remember
that one of the most important things you know is
how to find answers. In your work at plant clinics
or at the Extension office phone, you will have
access to excellent resource material. If your client’s
problem is too complex to readily solve with your
knowledge and the aid of the resource material,
take the person’s name, address, and phone number
and then find the time to answer the question
thoroughly or see that it is answered by the Exten-
sion educator or a specialist.

Using the Telephone
When working with clients by telephone, communi-
cation can be even more difficult because there are
no visual clues to meaning. Listen carefully and ask
many questions. Be sure to familiarize yourself with
the office procedure for telephone use. Your Exten-
sion educator or someone on the staff should be able
to provide you with such information as what to say
when answering the phone and how to log calls.

Every time you make or receive a telephone call as a
Master Gardener, you are representing Cooperative
Extension. The impression you create can be a
lasting one and may determine whether or not the
person you are speaking with will continue to turn
to Extension for assistance.

When the telephone rings, answer promptly -- quick
service helps build a reputation of efficiency.
Identify yourself -- it helps personalize the call and
gets the conversation off to a good start. Be friendly
by being a good listener so the caller will not have
to repeat what is said. Be considerate by not carry-
ing on two conversations at once. Callers should not
be made to feel they are competing with people in
the office for your attention.

Sound as good as you are. Show that you are wide
awake and ready to help the person on the line. Use
simple, straightforward language. Avoid technical
terms and slang. Speak directly into the telephone,
pronouncing words clearly. Talk at a moderate rate
and volume, but vary the tone of your voice.

When you must leave the line to obtain information
for the caller, it’s courteous to ask, “Will you wait?
Or shall I call you back?” If the person chooses to
stay on the line, use the hold button (if your tele-
phone has one) or lay the receiver down gently.
Should it take longer than you expected to gather
material, return to the line every 30 seconds or so to
assure the caller you’re working on the request.
When you have the information, thank the caller for
waiting. Transfer a call only when necessary, but if
you must, explain why you’re connecting the caller
with someone else. Be sure the caller wants to be
transferred. If he/she does not, offer to have some-
one call back.
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When answering for someone else, be tactful.
Comments such as “He hasn’t come in yet” or
“She’s just stepped out for coffee” can give the
wrong impression. It’s better to say “Mr. Jones is
away from his desk right now. May I ask him to call
you?” When you take a message, be sure to write
down the name, time, date, and telephone number.
Don’t hesitate to ask the individual to spell his/her
name or repeat the number.

You will occasionally speak with a caller who may
be having a bad day and takes it out on you. Re-
main calm and don’t take the comments personally.
As long as you are trying, in a courteous manner, to
help a caller, you are doing your job. Retain your
sense of humor and give the caller your sincere
attention.

Because people are calling you for information, you
need to know how to utilize Extension publications
on horticulture. Printed material is recognized as a
means of saving the time of county staff members
and specialists. However, publications should not
be treated as free products. Find out what the
office’s policy is on publications and how conserva-
tive you need to be in their distribution. Ordering
and distribution of Extension publications is now
computerized and supplies can be obtained quickly.

Writing Tips
Master Gardeners have plenty of opportunity to use
writing skills. Some Master Gardeners help produce
publications for local gardening needs, others
prepare scripts for slide sets, and some write news-
letters and columns for the local newspaper.

Organization and simplicity will help you achieve a
well-written product. A great deal of time and
crumpled paper can be saved by starting with a
clearly defined purpose and outline. An easy way to
understand the purpose of your writing is to create
the title. A good title tells, in a few words, what the
subject of the work is. “All about Grapes” indicates
a great deal of material is going to be covered:
history, varieties, culture, and uses of the fruit. If
you are only writing about the culture or the prun-
ing, say so. Do not mislead the audience. Once the
title is written, you know how you should limit the
topic and what should be covered. The roughest
outline is better than none, and its bare-bones
structure makes it easy to see the logic of the work
you are about to create. It is much easier to repair
holes in the logic at the outline stage than later,

when hard-won paragraphs or even pages may
have to be removed. It’s a lot like pruning -- easier
done when there are no leaves on the tree. Make an
outline after the topic has been captured in a title.

After the title and outline are complete, the writing
can proceed. Address each topic on the outline, and
soon the job will be finished. Remember the idea of
a topic sentence for each paragraph. Explain each
topic on the outline and back up what you say with
information from professionals. If you really get
stuck, examine the idea you are trying to express.
Perhaps there is nothing more to say about it than
the sentence that is already there. Perhaps it is
irrelevant or misplaced in the outline. If all else fails,
put the work aside and go find a garden to play in.
A change of scenery and a little time away from the
words can do wonders for clearing the head. When
you come back to the work, the problem may be
perfectly clear and the solution obvious.

Simplicity is essential to clear writing. Even though
vague phrases invade business letters, news writ-
ing, television, and radio, there is no need to pro-
mote the trend. For instance, “We would like for
you to stop by our office” can be replaced with
“Please come into our office.” The same message is
conveyed with greater clarity using half as many
words. If you find yourself struggling over a choice
of words, try telling someone what you want to say.
As you say it, listen to yourself, because you are
probably using the words you need to write the
same explanation. Avoid slang, jargon, and flowery
or obscure vocabulary. You won’t go wrong with
the simplest English words used correctly. The goal
of good writing is to communicate, not to confuse.

An interesting sentence carries a strong verb and
few adjectives. If you must shorten a piece of
writing, you can sacrifice adjectives and gain
simplicity along with space. Articles (a, an, the) are
often unnecessary. Some languages do not have
articles at all; we can probably do without some of
ours.

Perhaps the most common misunderstanding about
writing is that it is easy. While it is true some people
are more adept at writing than others, those who
write well usually admit it takes work. Just as good
gardeners must get their hands dirty, good writers
spend hours rewriting and use dictionaries and
grammar books constantly. They are not looking up
words you’ve never heard of either. They check the
actual meaning of “cultivate” or whether or not
there is a hyphen in “damping-off.” Make sure there
is a good dictionary in the office and use it.
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Sometimes new publications need to be produced or
existing ones adapted for local conditions. If the
educator you are working with decides you can
develop new materials for distribution, check office
files for old publications and/or write the appropri-
ate specialist. Some already available materials may
only need slight modification. Remember that
proper letterheads and policy statements are neces-
sary on all materials sent out via franking privi-
leges. After the publication is complete, send a copy
to the appropriate specialist so that they can be
shared with other units.

When producing new materials from old, be certain
not to infringe upon a copyright. Most Extension
materials are not copyrighted and may be used for
Extension purposes. If you want to use copyrighted
material or even parts of that material (this includes
art work) written permission must be obtained from
the publisher and often from the author or artist as
well.

Public Presentations
Because Cooperative Extension provides informa-
tion and educates the community, you will have
plenty of opportunity to appear before the public in
your capacity as a Master Gardener, if you so desire.
Not only do Master Gardeners meet the public at
plant clinics but many Master Gardeners become so
knowledgeable about a specific horticultural inter-
est that they are invited to give talks to clubs and
groups. This is a wonderful way to help Extension,
as educators are often in demand for such talks.
Educators and Master Gardeners are also called
upon to provide workshops, demonstrations, and
tours.

Most public presentations have four components:
title, introduction, body, and summary. The title
should be short, descriptive, and interest-catching,
but most of all, it should tell what the subject is. The
introduction tells the audience who you are and
elaborates on the goal/content of the talk. This part
of the presentation is often the key to success or
failure as it sets the tone for the remainder of the
program and should hook the interest of the audi-
ence.

The body of the presentation contains the substance
and should satisfy the curiosity that brought the
audience to the presentation. Use research-sup-
ported information and cite references whenever
possible. The summary states the major points of

the presentation in a logical sequence without
details. This part should be short and clear. Follow-
ing a presentation, be prepared to answer questions.
Repeat questions for the audience when they are
difficult to hear or understand, then answer them.

Public presentations take preparation to be success-
ful. Don’t be fooled by a casual delivery. Many
people who appear to be relaxed and able to effort-
lessly speak before groups have actually spent
many hours achieving this effect by preparing and
practicing. To plan a presentation consider:

• Who the audience is

• Their general knowledge of the subject

• How technical the subject is

• Timeliness

• Appropriateness

• Purpose

• Materials

• Length of presentation.

After collecting materials, studying, and reviewing
notes, Rehearse. Observe these points carefully
during rehearsal:

• Are charts, graphs, and posters easy to see and
read?

• Can the audience hear the speaker from any-
where in the room?

• Are the materials used in the demonstration
arranged so they are accessible and easy to reach
without fumbling and delay?

• Does the speaker make unnecessary apologies?
Avoid saying “This is the first time I’ve done
this” or “I’m not used to speaking before
groups.” Do the best job you can. The audience
doesn’t expect you to be perfect, and you are
probably much better than you think.

• If you are giving a demonstration with another
person, are the delivery and action coordinated
or does one team member do so much the other’s
participation seems unnecessary?
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If you are preparing an exhibit for public presenta-
tion here are some basic concepts to keep in mind
when planning and setting it up:

• Choose one idea which can be explained in a
simple, catchy statement. Use few printed words.

• Have a single center of interest to which the eye
is drawn.

• Develop the story completely using as few items
as possible. Clutter is not good for an exhibit.

• Create a design which is orderly, interesting, and
artistic.

• Attract attention with movement, color, light,
sound, or a clever title and attractive design, but
not with all of these.

• Make sure that charts, posters, and other visuals
are attractive, neat, clean, and easily read.

• Judge exhibit by asking if it attracts attention,
arouses interest, conveys a message, is well-
constructed for a neat and orderly appearance.

• Select people to tend exhibits who are well-
informed, can meet the public easily, and create a
favorable impression.

Advertising public presentations is very important.
Too often, well-prepared programs fail to reach a
large audience for lack of adequate advertising.
Word of mouth is not sufficient. Public events can
be announced in newsletters, newspaper feature
articles or regular columns, paid advertisements,
radio or television public service announcements,
and on posters displayed in appropriate locations.
Sometimes it is helpful to find a local sponsor, such
as a shopping center, a bank, or the chamber of
commerce, to assist in financing and advertising an
event. Be certain all arrangements with sponsors are
clearly defined and responsibilities are agreed upon
ahead of time. These arrangements must be ap-
proved by your county educator. When advertising
outdoor events, such as garden tours or community
garden walk-throughs, where no indoor facilities
are available, include an alternative time and date
in case of bad weather.

Preregistration can serve as an indicator of expected
attendance. Some educators report good response
for workshops that require pre-payment of minimal
fees to cover costs of materials. Participants appear
to be more motivated and interested after making a
financial commitment.

Slides may be available for use in public presenta-
tions through your Extension office.

If no slide sets are available for your use and there
is adequate time for the project, you may want to
produce a slide set. (Check with your county educa-
tor prior to beginning the project .) Begin with the
same principles basic to good writing and speaking:
clarify the subject and identify the audience.

It is best to plan the show and write the script
before taking pictures. Illustrations and photo-
graphs should relate directly to the script. Decide
what should be illustrated and prepare a list of
objects and scenes to be photographed. Plan to
shoot more pictures than you need and be ready to
shoot retakes. Professional photographers often fill
the wastebasket with rejects before finding the
masterpiece we see published. Avoid complicated
slides that show too much.

When presenting a slide program avoid phrases
such as “This is a slide of ...” “Here we see. . .”
“Now we’re looking at. . .” “Next we have. . .” “This
picture you’re watching. . . .” Instead, talk about
what is in the picture. Do not leave a scene on the
screen too long, but never for less than 5 seconds.
Slides shown longer than 1 minute tend to warp.
Each time the topic changes in the script, the new
subject should be identified immediately. Do not let
the audience sit and wonder why they are suddenly
looking at a wheelbarrow when just a second ago
you were discussing beans. Do not lead up to the
point, begin with the point and then explain it. Do
not ask the viewer to recall a prior slide. If you want
the audience to see the same slide twice, at different
times in the program, provide two slides.

Be sure to view the slides before the talk so that you
can be familiar with the equipment and to check for
upside-down and reversed slides. Familiarize
yourself with the script before the presentation.
Reading the script to the audience yields a monoto-
nous delivery that can be very dull. Answer some
questions as they arise but avoid straying far from
the topic.

Videotapes are now available for many topics, as
well.
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Radio and Television
Extension educators have been presenting educa-
tional radio and television programs for many
years. If you have an interest or experience in this
area, you might want to volunteer to do a program
or to work on the production of a program. Before
producing a radio or television program, remember
that while you will reach a large audience with one
presentation, you will also increase demand for
information from the Extension office as new people
become aware of its existence. Always check with
your county educator before committing to a  mass
media presentation.

First, let’s look at radio program production. Before
approaching a radio station with your ideas, con-
sider the identity of the audience you want to reach.
What is their age, sex, marital status? Are they
renters or homeowners? What time of day are they
likely to listen to the radio for information? Radio
stations know who their listeners are and what they
like. Find the best station for your information by
matching your audience with the radio station they
are most likely to hear.

Maximum impact can be obtained by a different
program each day in the same time slot. People can
then habitually tune in to find out what gardening
tips you are offering. Plan a message approximately
30 seconds to 2 minutes in length. Longer messages
cause listeners to lose interest.

After identifying the audience and preparing the
program, make arrangements to meet with the
program director at the station you have chosen.
Take one or two sample programs with you. Some
stations prefer to use their own personnel to prere-
cord messages from a script you have prepared.
Others choose to have you record the message using
their facilities. Beware of the live call-in or talk show
format. These can lead to drawn out and uninterest-
ing rambling sessions and can put the person with
the answers on the spot if the question is unclear or
controversial. Plan to record 1 or 2 weeks’ worth of
programs at each visit to the studio.

Whatever the format, the message should be clear
and concise.

• Use common English and simple sentence
structure.

• Keep stories or examples to a minimum, using
them only to emphasize or clarify a point.

• Short (30 seconds to 3 minutes) time slots should
address only one topic.

• Radio presentations are usually one-way conver-
sations and are most effective when delivered in
a somewhat conversational manner. Ad-libbing
from a carefully prepared set of notes comes
across better than reading from a script.

• Speak clearly, emphasizing important points.
Avoid talking fast. Practice!

• Even in a short message, main points and espe-
cially control recommendations need to be
repeated or else summarized at the end.

• Provide a means for obtaining additional infor-
mation. This may increase the office work load,
but it also increases the audience you are reach-
ing. However, it is not a good idea to offer
specific publications on the radio. The demand
may exceed the supply and the station is often
picked up in other counties or states.

Television broadcasts need to be well-prepared in
advance, as do radio programs. However, the
added visual dimension of the medium must be
taken into consideration. Be certain the material you
present is best for television, i.e., it can be made
visually informative or entertaining. Demonstra-
tions are good for television. Interviews can be done
on radio. Television is good when visual examples
are useful: healthy versus diseased plants, charac-
teristic markings on insects, variety of color or petal
shape in flowers. Find out ahead of time if the
station can and will use your slides, films, or video
tapes.

Before you get to the studio:

• Outline the material in a script. It does not have
to be a word-for-word account, but should be in
logical order and contain all the points you want
to make.

• Approach script writing as a story telling experi-
ence. Tell an interesting and informative story.

• As always, use simple English words correctly.
Avoid slang and jargon.

• Scripts should be like public presentations made
in person, with a title, introduction, body, and
summary.

• Use only the visuals that help tell the story and
eliminate the others.
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• Use 35 mm slides for visuals, not snapshots.

• Evaluate art work and visual props. You should
be able to determine the main topic from 6 feet.
Use photographs at least 8 by 10 inches in size
when possible.

• Avoid detail in graphs and charts.  Keep it
simple.

• Mark on the script where slides/graphics should
appear; be ready to make changes for the direc-
tor.

• Leave sufficient time to have slides and other
graphics processed.

• Prepare parts of the demonstration ahead of time
if necessary.

• Obtain necessary approval and clearances for use
of films and slides.

• Remember that color contrast may not be clear
on black and white television sets. Use light and
dark shades for good contrast.

• Rehearse in front of a mirror: check timing,
eliminate any bad habits (head bobbing, frown-
ing, fidgeting).

• Watch out for bad verbal habits (using too many
ah’s, um’s, or ok’s) and eliminate them.

A relaxed appearance is best, so wear appropriate
but comfortable clothing. A brand-new outfit is not
the best idea; you may find yourself uncomfortable
and begin to adjust your clothing or look unhappy.
Avoid white, plaids, bright colors, shiny fabrics,
and bold patterns. Noisy or shiny jewelry can
distract viewers from the material you are present-
ing. A fresh hairstyle or cut can look unnatural. Ask
the television station personnel for additional tips
on dress and makeup. Don’t feel embarrassed about
this admitted concern for your appearance. Televi-
sion is a visual medium and the way you look is an
important part of a successful production.

When you get to the studio, go over the script with
the director. Decide on cues and positions and make
a final check to be certain your slides and graphics
are in order. A quick run-through will reveal any
upside-down or backward images.

During the filming, speak in a natural tone. Relax.
Imagine you are talking to a person just a few feet
away. Maintain eye contact with the camera, unless
advised otherwise. If you make an error, correct it
naturally and without fuss. Just as in live presenta-
tions, don’t apologize. Tell the viewers of other

ways to obtain information on your subject. Most of
all, enjoy the experience.

The Master Gardener as
Manager
Master Gardener volunteers make it possible for
Extension educators to reach more people with
horticulture programs than would be possible
without them. This expansion of program services
makes the educator more efficient, but increases
responsibility. That is why it is important that
Master Gardeners manage their own program.
While the Extension educator continues to head the
program, a Master Gardener volunteer can act as
coordinator of the activities performed by volun-
teers. In some units there are several coordinators,
each one responsible for a different geographic area
or a different program need.

After the Master Gardener program becomes
established in an area, volunteer coordinators can
help strengthen the program by participating in the
program’s planning and goal-setting. By meeting
and working with the Extension educator respon-
sible for the program, you can help determine the
needs of the community for horticultural informa-
tion and the Master Gardener projects that would
meet those needs. It is important at goal-setting
time to determine how the program’s success will
be measured. Master Gardeners need to keep
records of their work; the volunteer coordinator is
in a good position to explain the importance of this
to the other volunteers and to see that accurate
records are kept.

If you have management skills or think you could
become a good manager, express your interest so
you can be considered for the position of coordina-
tor. Some mental signals that might mean you are
manager material: are you the one with the sugges-
tions on how to schedule the plant clinics, staff the
jobs that need doing, match workers, outline the
tasks to be completed in order to accomplish the
job?

The Master Gardener program needs a volunteer
coordinator from the beginning. At the first training
session, you may find yourself selected to help with
the lecturer’s audio-visual equipment or to help
corral the students after a break. Coordinators begin
with small jobs like this and take on more compli-
cated tasks as the program progresses. Veteran
Master Gardeners are often involved in decision-
making concerning new projects, advanced training,
and screening of new Master Gardeners.
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Work Evaluation
You, the Master Gardener, and your local Extension
educator should plan to evaluate your performance
of volunteer tasks and in return, the adequacy of
support from the Extension Office. The purpose of
this is to ensure your satisfaction with volunteer
work and to determine whether the tasks you
perform are worthwhile for you, the community,
and Extension.

As a volunteer you should expect the following
from Extension employees for whom you work:

• Concise explanation of jobs and opportunities for
volunteer service.

• Staff guidance and support in accomplishment of
tasks.

• Maintenance of records of task accomplishments.

• Recognition of outstanding accomplishments.

• Integration of Master Gardener volunteers as full
partners in the accomplishment of Extension’s
mission to the citizens of the community.

• Continuous Master Gardener training opportuni-
ties.

• Periodic evaluation of Master Gardener perfor-
mance.

Extension, in turn, expects the following from you:

• Assistance in developing meaningful jobs and
opportunities for Master Gardeners.

• Timely notice of needs and support from the
Extension Staff for required tasks.

• Reporting of tasks accomplished, number of
hours involved, and task evaluation at specified
reporting time.

• Acting as an equal partner in the Extension team
in a manner that reflects credit upon you and the
Cooperative Extension.

• Recruitment of additional individuals for future
Master Gardener training.

• Participation in periodic conferences with an
Extension educator to evaluate task(s) performed
and Extension’s support of Master Gardener
tasks.

The Master Gardener Paycheck
As you know, volunteers are not paid with money,
but we hope that the gratitude of your fellow paid
workers in the Extension office and the district and
state staff will help you feel that your work is
appreciated. Certainly the number of citizens who
come to you with plant problems will indicate that
you and your knowledge are needed.

As you do your job, you will probably begin to
notice some of the pay that volunteers traditionally
enjoy. You are, after all, a Master Gardener, and
your horticultural and communication skills qualify
you to do some interesting work. Your sense of
accomplishment and pride in a job well done are
assets that only you can collect.
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